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Introduction
A Health monitoring system is a collective component used to receive, measure, analyze, 
and visualize health data. Modern health care systems consist of technical aspects such 
as wearable devices, cloud servers, and the internet of things (IoT) [1]. A Health moni-
toring system can use to monitor a few things, e.g., heartbeat, body temperature, and 
blood pressure.

One of the challenges of building a health monitoring system is a large amount of 
data [2]. Every day, medical data is collected from a large number of patients. Fur-
thermore, each patient can wear multiple sensors simultaneously, increasing the data 
collected. Pereira et al. used the First-In First-Out (FIFO) approach to help the system 
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accept a large amount of data [2]. The FIFO approach creates a queue of data that 
comes to the system. The sensor keeps pushing the data to the queue, and another 
system picks up the data from the queue and then stores it in the database. This 
approach helps the system constantly receive data regardless of whether the data is 
already stored in the database.

The second challenge faced by Pereira et al. was the excessive amount of time spent 
storing received data in the database [2]. Fifty insert database queries require more than 
a second to complete, while 500 insert database queries require more than 10 s. They 
solve this issue by tuning database configuration to flush transaction logs to file once per 
second.

Another challenge faced by Pereira et  al. is that the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP) is too slow to deliver data at a high frequency. When new data arrive, HTTP 
must open a new connection and close it once the data has been acknowledged. To 
address this issue, they create a long-open connection so that the server and client do 
not have to reopen the connection for each data. Additionally, they add a delimiter to 
the request data, so the server knows when a request has concluded.

Surantha et  al. proposed a design of high performance and resource-efficient IoT-
based sleep monitoring system [3]. There are three main parts of the proposed design, 
i.e., data acquisition, cloud server, and monitoring application. Data acquisition uses 
sensors to detect and steam data to a cloud server. While cloud servers do data opera-
tions, i.e., classifying, quantifying, and storing data. On the other hand, the monitor-
ing application is a web application that shows the monitoring result. The system design 
follows microservices and event-driven architecture. This design increases the response 
time by 55.85% and throughput by 34.76%.

The cloud server part of the monitoring system proposed by Surantha et  al. [3] is 
designed following microservices architecture. Microservice architecture is an approach 
to system design that emphasizes creating smaller services that handle domain-specific 
operations. The services have intercommunication to exchange information. That is why 
on the cloud server part, there are five services, one database, and one message broker. 
Four services access the single database. This architecture makes the services not fully 
independent. Other services must adopt the change if one service requires a schema 
change. On the data acquisition part, the sensor publishes time series data. This data 
is received and stored in a database on the cloud server. The database type used in the 
proposed design of Surantha et al. is a relational database management system (RDBMS) 
[3]. It used PostgreSQL as the database.

The database is one of the critical components of an application [4]. Database perfor-
mance can impact the application performance directly. Performance inefficiencies can 
be caused by poor physical database design, coding patterns, and the lack of caching 
[5]. Performance inefficiencies happen in all basic database operations like data creation, 
deletion, renewal, and retrieval.

Database performance issues can also happen because the database type is unsuitable 
for the application use case [6]. There are a few types of databases, e.g., relational data-
bases, non-relational databases, key-value databases, graph databases, and time series 
databases. Each type of database has its purpose; for example, relational databases store 
data that have schema relations, and key-value databases store paired data.
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Recently time series database (TSDB) was introduced as another option to store data. 
TSDB’s target is to enable summary entries of data in a time interval rather than indi-
vidual data. TSDB is also designed for high-frequency logging events [7]. TSDB also sup-
ports mathematical query functionality to help users do common time-based analysis 
[8].

There is room for improvement in the research done by Surantha et  al. [3]. This 
research addresses the following weaknesses in the Surantha et  al. study: (a) it uses 
HTTP, which has a longer response time than Message Queue Telemetry Protocol 
(MQTT); (b) it uses RDBMS, which has a longer query execution time than a time 
series database; and (c) it uses a single database for all services, which results in the 
loss of microservices’ core properties, namely scalability, resilience, and independence. 
Improvement can help increase system throughput, speed up database read and write 
operation, and enhance system design. Based on improvements that can be made, the 
targets of this paper are to propose new system architecture, which is specified as follow:

1. Utilizing the MQTT protocol to achieve higher throughput. Implementing a MQTT 
server as a sensor gateway will increase the system throughput [3]. MQTT server 
handles the long-open connection to minimize the overhead of handling connection 
creation and deletion between client and server.

2. Utilizing the time series database to achieve faster database read and write perfor-
mance.

3. Splitting a single database into multiple databases to improve scalability, resiliency, 
and independence.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: section “Related concepts” discusses all 
related terms and keywords used in this paper. Section “Related works” discusses all the 
previous studies in this field. Sect. “Proposed Methods” presents method and system 
architecture proposed in this study. In section “Results and discussion”, the steps, results, 
and analysis are presented. Finally, Section “Conclusions” provides the conclusion of the 
paper.

Related concepts
MQTT

MQTT protocol runs over TCP/IP, which supports various data types like text, JSON, 
and XML [9]. This ability make MQTT have higher portability compared to other proto-
cols. MQTT used the publish-subscribe pattern, meaning the client publishes a message 
to a particular topic, and each server that subscribes to the topic will receive the message 
[10].

MQTT has a small packet size which makes lower power consumption. MQTT is 
designed for IoT devices that have constrained resources. MQTT is lightweight and only 
requires a small bandwidth for data transmission [10].

HTTP

HTTP is a primary protocol to transmit various data like text and images for everyday 
internet use. HTTP is widely used on web applications and mobile applications. HTTP 
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uses a request-response pattern, which means the client sends data to the server then 
the server sends back a response to the client [11]. HTTP has an acknowledge mecha-
nism to ensure the server’s response to the client is delivered well [12].

Other than web and mobile applications, HTTP is also used for IoT. HTTP can trans-
mit sensor data to a server and from a server to other servers. HTTP is also beneficial 
when it comes to visualizing monitoring data.

MongoDB

MongoDB is a document-oriented database system. MongoDB is used to store unstruc-
tured data [13]. MongoDB is suitable for unstructured data because it supports scheme-
less, where we do not need to define the data structure first. MongoDB can handle the 
data structure changes on the fly. MongoDB will benefit IoT if the data structure is hard 
to define or there are possibilities to change.

Firebase

Firebase is a product offered by Google. Firebase offers some features like a database as 
a service, cloud messaging, hosting, and analytics [14]. By using Firebase, the user does 
not deploy and maintain their server. Firebase will handle the server maintenance.

Firebase database as a service called Cloud Firestore. Cloud Firestore is a NoSQL data-
base that supports schemeless data [15]. Cloud Firestore supports real-time data sync 
between the server and the client. It is helpful to visualize IoT data for real-time data 
updates.

InfluxDB

InfluxDB is a time series database [16]. As a time series database, InfluxDB offers a 
bunch of features for managing time series data, like aggregating and grouping. Other 
than that, InfluxDB also supports mathematical queries to help analyze data. InfluxDB 
also offers a built-in monitoring dashboard to visualize the stored data [17]. InfluxDB 
uses a push-based approach to collect data, which means the data source actively trans-
mits its data to InfluxDB.

Related works
IoT in health monitoring systems has been widely used and studied. Researchers studied 
a few aspects of IoT as a health monitoring system. Atmoko et al. compared the MQTT 
and HTTP protocols for IoT data acquisition [9]. They designed a scenario to test the 
capability of each protocol to transfer data from hardware to server and store it in the 
MySQL database. The research results show that the MQTT protocol can send data up 
to 6 times faster than the HTTP protocol. This performance difference occurs because 
MQTT has a smaller header data size than HTTP.

Al-Joboury et al. experimented with analyzing the packet loss aspect between MQTT 
and HTTP [18]. Data loss is defined as the number of packets of data that fail to reach 
the destination when the data travel through the network. The result indicates that 
HTTP experienced approximately 49.7 times more data loss than MQTT. MQTT had 
a lower data loss because MQTT has a lower handshake and lower protocol data unit 
(PDU). PDU is a group of information added or removed by layers of the open-system 
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interconnection (OSI) model. PDU is used to communicate and exchange information 
between OSI layers.

Sasaki et  al. experimented with analyzing the required network resource between 
MQTT and HTTP. The experiments found that MQTT requires fewer networks 
resource than HTTP [19]. This result is also related to the previous experiments that 
show MQTT had smaller header data, a lower handshake, and a lower PDU. These con-
ditions make MQTT requires fewer network resource.

Musa et al. also accomplished an experiment to compare RDBMS and TSDB [20]. In 
the experiment, they compared PostgreSQL and InfluxDB. PostgreSQL is an RDBMS 
and InfluxDB is a TSDB. They analyze the performance of aggregation and grouping 
operations. InfluxDB had a lower execution time, around 46.87–77.62% for the aggrega-
tion operation compared to PostgreSQL. InfluxDB had a lower execution time, around 
24.76–63.20% for the grouping operation compared to PostgreSQL. This result repre-
sents the main advantage of using a time series database for data that need to be aggre-
gated and grouped.

Hou et  al. designed and implemented an IoT system in the cloud server [21]. Data 
transmission from the IoT component to the cloud server can use HTTP and MQTT 
protocols. The HTTP protocol transmits data between the server and the end-user 
application, like web and mobile applications. On the other side, the MQTT protocol is 
used to transmit data between the IoT component to the cloud server. To store the data, 
they use the Redis cluster. Redis is an in-memory key-value datastore. The write and 
read speed will increase by storing the data in memory. To improve the Redis reliability, 
they used a Redis cluster. Redis cluster is a group of Redis servers that can perform data 
sharding and replication.

The health monitoring system proposed by Shashidar et al. used serverless technology 
[22]. Serverless technology provides simplicity where the user does not need to main-
tain the server and delegate to the serverless provider. They are using Firebase as the 
serverless provider. Firebase provides Firestore as the database service. Firestore is a 
NoSQL database that offers data synchronization between server and client regardless of 
the network latency. Using this serverless technology, they do not need to focus on the 
underlying hardware and system runtime. Scalability, reliability, and availability are the 
responsibility of the provider. The researcher can focus on what they are building.

Another research on IoT is the fall detection system proposed by Lacalle et al. [23]. 
They have created IoT wearable belts that can detect if someone is falling. Integrated 
IoT devices planted on the belt to collect and publish the data to a gateway. The gate-
way transmits the data to the cloud server using MQTT as a communication protocol 
between the wearable belt and the gateway. The gateway is deployed using Docker. The 
result of using Docker is that CPU usage does not increase so fast because the Docker 
container can share the underlying hardware resources with other processes. On the 
cloud server side, MongoDB is used as the data store. MongoDB is a NoSQL database 
that uses a document-oriented paradigm and stores data in JSON format.

Yang et  al. also proposed a wearable monitoring system for smart healthcare [24]. 
There are three system parts, i.e., a monitoring node, a cloud server, and a monitoring 
dashboard. The monitoring node is used to collect data from the human body. It con-
sists of a sensor, controller, Wi-Fi module, and power supply. Then the collected data is 
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transmitted to the cloud using MQTT. Besides the MQTT, the cloud also provides an 
HTTP server to provide data to the monitoring dashboard. The cloud server also has one 
storage server to keep all the data. They used Redis to store the data instead of RDBMS. 
RDBMS read and write speed can be a bottleneck for cloud performance. Using Redis, 
database read and write, and flexibility can be improved.

IoT is also utilized for traffic monitoring and vehicular accident prevention [25]. 
Researchers use the mobile sensor as a tracker device and install the tracker on the vehi-
cle. The tracker is used to detect the vehicle position, speed, acceleration, and move-
ment-related data. The tracker streams the data to the cloud server. The cloud server 
uses the data to analyze if there is any sudden traffic slowdown. The alert traffic slow-
down alert sends to the driver’s mobile application. The system uses microservice archi-
tecture and uses Docker to deploy the microservices. The system also uses two types 
of databases; those are SQL database and MongoDB database. SQL database is used to 
store OpenGTS data, an open-source project web-based vehicle tracking sent from the 
tracker. They also use OpenStreetMap, an open-source project, to visualize the traffic. 
OpenStreetMap requires GeoJSON data to visualize the traffic. Since the OpenGTS data 
is stored in the SQL database, they need to convert the data to JSON data and store it 
in MongoDB. The result of the research is that the system can parse and insert 100,000 
OpenGTS data to MongoDB in 6 s. The system can also fetch 300,000 data from Mon-
goDB in 30 ms to visualize the traffic.

Silva et al. propose monitoring and controlling systems used on industrial devices [26]. 
The system is split into three parts: the sensor device, the gateway, and the cloud server. 
The sensor device works to gather the data. Then the collected data is transmitted to the 
gateway. The gateway transforms the data to the format required by the cloud server. 
Then the transformed data is transmitted to the cloud server. The cloud server consists 
of a message broker, database, frontend server, and event manager. The message broker 
streams data from the gateway and user devices. Message brokers also do data clean-
ing, transformation, and queuing the message to be processed later by the other parties. 
Then the data from the gateway is stored on Cloudant, a managed NoSQL database ser-
vice from IBM. The frontend server is used for visualization and control. There are two 
types of frontend: web-based and mobile applications. Besides can visualize the moni-
tored data, the application also can use to control the system. The event manager is a 
component used for analytics tasks and fire alerts if conditions are satisfied.

An automatic sleep monitoring system proposed by Jiang et al. used MySQL RDBMS 
[27]. There are two types of data tables: entity data tables and derivative data tables. 
Entity data tables are used to store user information, device information, and channel 
information. Derivative data tables are used to store analysis data that are streamed from 
sensors like heart rate, body movement, and respiration rate. There are ten tables placed 
in one database.

Table 1 shows the summary of the related study. Based on related studies above, no 
research uses a time series database. Moreover, no research implements a database 
per service (multiple databases). On the other hand, three pieces of research compare 
MQTT and HTTP based on a few aspects, like transmitting time, data loss, and required 
network resources [9, 18, 19]. The three papers insisted on the superiority of MQTT 
over HTTP in the three evaluated aspects. Therefore, the authors propose a multiple 
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time series database and use MQTT for an IoT-based sleep monitoring system. The 
aspect that is evaluated between MQTT and HTTP is the throughput. MQTT delivers 
lower transmitting time, data loss, and required network resources than HTTP, and we 
expect it to reflect on the throughput aspect. Database read and write performance are 
also evaluated. Finally, system design is evaluated using a few scenarios to evaluate scal-
ability, resilience, and independence.

Proposed method
Figure 1 shows the system architecture proposed by Surantha et al. [3]. The system com-
prises five services, one database, and one message broker. PostgreSQL is used as the 
database that is accessed by all services.

Three weaknesses are raised in traditional architecture, as explained below.

1. The first weakness is that it uses HTTP protocol on the sensor gateway. HTTP 
response times are 4.7 times higher than MQTT on cloud-based IoT systems [18]. 
HTTP uses a single connection for a single request which causes HTTP needs to 
open and close connections between requests. This mechanism causes response time 
degradation on HTTP due to the high overhead of maintaining connections for each 
request.

2. The second weakness is that it used PostgreSQL RDBMS to store time series data. 
PostgreSQL was found to have a longer execution time of aggregation with time 

Table 1 Summary of related studies

Authors Protocol Database

[3] HTTP SQL database (PostgreSQL)

[21] Combination of MQTT and HTTP Key-value database (Redis Cluster)

[22] HTTP (Firebase) NoSQL (Firebase)

[23] HTTP Document-based database (MongoDB)

[24] Combination of MQTT and HTTP Key-Value Database (Redis)

[25] HTTP Combination of SQL and document-
oriented database (MongoDB)

[26] Combination of MQTT and HTTP NoSQL database

[27] HTTP SQL database (MySQL)

Fig. 1 System architecture proposed by Surantha et al. [3]
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interval constrain, around 46.87–77.62% longer than InfluxDB [20]. This result rep-
resents the main advantage of a time series database in aggregating and grouping 
massive datasets.

3. The third weakness is using a single shared database to store data of five services. 
Using a single shared database on microservice architecture is considered an anti-
pattern, where the microservice loses its core properties which are scalability, resil-
ience, and independence [28]. Stec also explained that a single shared database could 
be a single point of failure. If a failure happened in a single database, it would impact 
all services connected to the database because there is no other database that could 
serve as a backup for the primary database. The failure can cause the service to stop 
working, not serve any requests, and cause data loss. Data loss happens because the 
services cannot receive and store the request in the database [28].

Figure  2 shows the proposed architecture. The system consists of five services, four 
databases, one MQTT server, and one message broker. Those services are sensor author-
ization, raw data worker, sleep stage classification service (SSCS), sleep quality quanti-
fication service (SQQS), and the monitoring dashboard. The database is separated for 
each service. PostgreSQL is used for the sensor database, and InfluxDB is used for the 
raw database, SSCS database, and SQQS database. The MQTT server is the main gate-
way of data coming into the system. Service-to-service communication will be asynchro-
nous using a message broker.

Here is the flow of the proposed system. Incoming data arrives at the MQTT server 
first. Then the sensor authorization service fetches data from the MQTT server and 
checks whether the data came from a registered sensor. The authorized data is then 
delivered to the message broker. A row data worker fetches raw data from a message 
broker and then stores it in a raw database. SSCS also fetches data from the message 
broker and then classifies the data. The classified data is sent back to the message broker 
and fetched by the SQQS. SQQS quantifies the sleep quality and stores it in the SQQS 
database. Finally, the monitoring dashboard fetches data from the SSCS and the SQQS 
database and visualizes it on the web browser.

There are three benefits offered by this proposed architecture, as explained below.

1. MQTT servers have a different way of handling connections compared to HTTP. 
HTTP uses a single connection for one request. After the request is made, the con-

Fig. 2 Proposed architecture
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nection will be closed. On the other hand, MQTT uses a single connection for mul-
tiple requests. The MQTT client and server only need to establish a connection once 
and will use the connection to transmit the request. This mechanism is beneficial for 
transmitting frequent data.

2. InfluxDB offers a bunch of built-in features suitable for handling large amounts of 
data for reading and writing operations. InfluxDB can write data in batches that min-
imize network overhead for a write operation. A single connection can be used to 
write multiple data. Another feature of InfluxDB is that it has data compression to 
speed up writing and reduce network bandwidth. InfluxDB is a columnar database 
for the read operation, where data is stored on a column basis. Storing data per col-
umn helps increase read speed because when data is grouped in columns, it will not 
retrieve data that is not needed.

3. Using a multi-database helps to reduce coupling between components, which leads 
to better scalability, resilience, and independence. Having a database per service ena-
bles the developer to scale the database that needs to be scaled in the future. It also 
improves resilience because failure in one database will not impact other services. 
Another benefit of having a single database per service is the database independence 
of others. Changes in a database will be isolated and do not impact other databases.

Results and discussion
Evaluation scenario

Throughput evaluation

Evaluating system throughput means counting how many requests can be received in a 
time range. In this evaluation, throughput is calculated by counting how many requests 
that sensor gateway can receive and acknowledge in 1  s. Evaluation is conducted by 
doing load testing using a simulated sensor. Figure  3 shows the system topology for 
throughput evaluation with a simulated sensor and a sensor gateway. The testing sce-
nario is applied to both the traditional and proposed systems. The evaluation scenario is 
detailed below.

1. The simulated sensor uses Apache JMeter.
2. The simulated sensor sends 28,800 requests and 57,600 requests. This number 

is calculated by assuming one sensor sensing ECG data every second for 8  h. The 

Fig. 3 System throughput evaluation topology
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average sleep time for adults is 8 h [29]. Total ECG data of 8 h running a sensor is 
8 × 60 × 60 = 28,800 and for two running sensors is 57,600.

3. A successful load test’s expected condition is that all simulated sensor requests 
should be successful.

4. The load testing is done 50 times for each amount of data.

Database read evaluation

The main data for database reading are sleep stage data and sleep quality data. Sleep 
stage data are generated by SSQS using raw ECG data from the message broker. Sleep 
quality data are data generated by SQQS by using sleep stage data.

There is a difference in the amount of sleep stage data used for the database write 
test. The ratio of total data is 1:960. It means 1 row of sleep stage data on the pro-
posed system equals 960 rows of sleep stage data on the traditional system. The algo-
rithm that classifies the sleep stage will chunk all the given data by 30. Each chunk is 
used to define a single sleep stage. For example, if there are 300 ECG data, the algo-
rithm chunks it into ten groups of ECG data, generating ten sleep stage data. If a sen-
sor runs for 8  h, it will generate 28.800 ECG data, generating 960 sleep stage data 
(28,800/30 = 960). In the traditional system, each sleep stage data is stored in one 
row to have 960 rows for 28,000 ECG data. The proposed system’s sleep stage data is 
stored in one row for 28,000 ECG data. Figures 4 and 5 show the system topology for 
database read evaluation on the traditional and proposed systems, respectively. The 
evaluation scenario is detailed below.

1. Fill the SSQS database with 9600 messages and SQQS database with 1000 messages.
2. Start the service that provides the REST API that the simulated client will access. In 

the traditional system, a web application gateway is started, as well as the SQQS and 
SCCS in the proposed system.

3. Simulate ten clients to send 100 requests each.
4. The expected condition of a successful read test is that all the requests got HTTP 

response code 200.
5. The load testing is done 50 times. Note how long the time is needed to finish each 

iteration.

Fig. 4 Database read evaluation topology on the proposed system
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Database write evaluation

The data that is used for database write is raw ECG data. The raw ECG data is pulled 
by the raw data worker and stored in the raw data database. The total time to pull and 
store the raw data is counted as a write performance metric. Figure 6 shows the sys-
tem topology for database write evaluation. The evaluation scenario is detailed below.

1. Fill the message broker with 28,800 ECG data.
2. Make sure the amount of data on the database is 0.
3. Start the consumer to consume and store the data in the database.
4. The expected condition of a successful write test is that all the data fetched from the 

message broker should be stored in the database.
5. The load testing is done 50 times. Note how long the time is needed to finish each 

iteration.

Evaluation result

Throughput evaluation

Evaluating system throughput means counting how many requests can be processed 
in a second. Throughput evaluation is done by doing load testing and using the simu-
lated sensor. The testing scenario is applied to both the proposed and traditional sys-
tems. Figures 7, 8, and Table 2 show the result of throughput evaluation.

Fig. 5 Database read evaluation topology on the traditional system

Fig. 6 Database write evaluation topology
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The higher number of requests per second means the system achieves better 
throughput performance. The proposed system throughput evaluation shows that 
the average number of requests per second that the system can handle is 2652.34 
requests/s for 28,800 requests and 2692.01 requests/s for 57,600 requests. In another 
side, traditional system average throughput is 1049.25 requests/s for 28,800 requests 
and 1106.99 request/s for 57,600 requests. It means the proposed system can handle 
1.43 times more requests per second compared to the traditional system.

The proposed system throughput increased because MQTT has a lower overhead 
on managing connections. MQTT creates a new connection when a client is con-
nected. MQTT reuses the single connection during data transmission. On the other 
side, HTTP creates connections for each request. HTTP manages connections as 
much as the requests and causes a higher overhead. The higher overhead on manag-
ing connection gives HTTP lower throughput than MQTT.

Fig. 7 Box plot chart of throughput evaluation

Fig. 8 Cumulative distribution chart of throughput evaluation

Table 2 Throughput evaluation scenario

Proposed system 
with one sensor 8 h 
data

Proposed system with 
two sensors 8 h data

Traditional system 
with one sensor 8 h 
data

Traditional system with 
two sensors 8 h data

Mean 2652.34 2692.01 1049.25 1106.99

Std dev 42.43 126.81 20.78 37.03

Min 2535.88 2408.53 999.27 980.79

Max 2768.43 2896.8 1078.77 1,176.42
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Database write evaluation

Database performance evaluation is done by running the service that writes data to 
the database. Figure 9 and Table 3 show the database write performance evaluation 
result. The lower number of times need to finish the test means the system achieves 
better database write performance. The proposed system database write evaluation 
shows the average time to finish the test is 2.1  s; the lowest is 2  s, and the highest 
is 3  s. On the other hand, the traditional system’s average time to finish the test is 
43.97  s, the lowest is 39  s, and the highest is 67  s. It means the proposed system is 
20.95 times faster in writing data to the database.

The proposed system’s write speed increases because InfluxDB has a feature to 
write data in batches. Writing data in batches helps to minimize network overhead. A 
single connection can use to write multiple data. Another feature of InfluxDB is it has 
data compression to speed up writing and reduce network bandwidth.

Database read evaluation

Another database performance that was evaluated was dataset read performance. 
Both the proposed system and the traditional system will be evaluated. Figure  10 
and Table  4 show the result of the database read evaluation. The lower time to fin-
ish means the system achieves better database read performance. The proposed 
system database read evaluation shows the average time to finish is 21,023  ms, the 
lowest is 19,929  ms, and the highest is 22,266  ms. On another side, the traditional 

Fig. 9 Box plot chart for database write evaluation

Table 3 Database write evaluation summary

Proposed system Traditional system

Mean 2.1 43.97

Std dev 0.30 5.66

Min 2 39

Max 3 67

Speed 13,714.29 request/s 654.99 request/s
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system’s average time to finish is 34,605 ms, the lowest is 27,180 ms, and the highest is 
41,082 ms. It means the proposed system is 1.64 times faster.

The proposed system database read speed increases because InfluxDB is a colum-
nar database, where data is stored per column basis. Storing data per column helps 
increase read speed because when data is grouped in columns, it will not retrieve data 
that is not needed.

System design scalability evaluation

Another evaluation done on both systems is analyzing the scalability of the system. In 
both systems, around 28,800 ECG data, assuming patients sleep for 8 h long, were used 
to generate one sleep quality data. In other words, the ECG table will grow 28,880 times 
faster than sleep quality data.

Fig. 10 Box plot chart of database read evaluation

Table 4 Database read evaluation summary

Proposed system Traditional system

Mean 21,023 34,605

Std dev 618.15 2259.62

Min 19,929 27,180

Max 22,266 41,082

Speed 504.21 request/s 306.31 request/s

Fig. 11 The traditional system with a full database
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Here is the scenario that was used to analyze the system’s scalability. Here we assume 
to have a PostgreSQL database with 100 GB capacity. Figures 11 and 12 show the con-
dition when the database is full of ECG data on the traditional and proposed systems, 
respectively. In the traditional system, a database is thoroughly dominated by ECG data, 
and other data cannot be inserted into the database. In the proposed system, other data 
can still be inserted into the database. Even though the ECG database is fully occupied, 
other services have their database.

Adding one more database with the same capacity will give some space for new 
upcoming data. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate how the database is split into two for the 

Fig. 12 The proposed system with a full ECG database

Fig. 13 The proposed system with two split databases

Fig. 14 Traditional system with two split databases
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conventional and proposed systems, respectively. In the traditional system, splitting a 
single database will force other data that do not need to split become split. In this case, 
sleep stage and sleep quality data are forced to be split into multiple databases because it 
coupled with ECG data on the same database. Here we can see that the system scalability 
is low because there are components that are not needed to scale, forced to scale because 
of other components. In the proposed system, since it uses multiple databases, we can 
only split the database that needs to be split. In this case, we can split ECG data into 
multiple databases without splitting another database. It shows that the proposed sys-
tem has higher scalability because it allows scaling component that needs to be scaled. 
Table 5 compares the traditional and proposed system reactions in the full database and 
splitting database scenario.

System design resilience evaluation

Another evaluation done of both systems is analyzing the system resilience. A single 
database can be a single point of failure in the traditional system. A failure that happens 
in the database will affect multiple services. Raw data workers, SSCS, SCCS, and moni-
toring dashboards will not be able to process data. This show that the traditional system 
lack resilience. Figure 15 shows how the traditional system when the database failed.

Table 5 System scalability summary

Scenario Traditional system Proposed system

Database full All services cannot write data to a database Only raw data workers cannot write data to the 
database; other services are able

Database split All data is split into multiple databases, even 
though the data does not need to be split

Only the ECG database is split. Other data is 
not split

Fig. 15 Proposed system when database failed

Fig. 16 Proposed system when database failed
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Figure 16 shows one database failure and three databases working as expected in the 
proposed system. If there is a failure on a particular database, other services that are not 
connected to that database will not be impacted. Therefore, it will decrease the radius 
of error in the systems. For example, if a failure happens on the raw database, other ser-
vices like sensor authorization, SSCS, and SQQS are still able to process data. Table 6 
shows the summary of comparison between the traditional system and the proposed 
system with the scenario of a single database failure.

System design independence evaluation

Another attribute of microservice that is analyzed is system independence. Since the tra-
ditional system uses a single database, any changes on the database schema level will 
force multiple services to follow the changes. At the database level, if there is a plan to 
change the database type, it will impact all services to follow the changes, even those not 
required by all services. It shows that the traditional system lacks independence. In the 
proposed system, since it uses a dedicated database for each service, any changes to a 
particular database will not affect services that do not interact directly with the database. 
Table 7 shows the comparison between the traditional system and the proposed system 
with the scenario that there are changes in the database.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the improved architecture of the sleep monitoring sys-
tem. There are three major aspects changed in the proposed method. The first aspect 
is to propose the MQTT protocol on the sensor gateway. MQTT reuses a single con-
nection to communicate to a client for all data transfers. Therefore, MQTT has a lower 
overhead for maintaining connections. The MQTT implementation increased the sys-
tem throughput to 2.43 times faster than the traditional system. The second aspect 
is the implementation of time series databases. InfluxDB has a write-in batch feature 
that reduces the number of connections needed to write a bunch of data. This feature 
increases database write performance by about 20.95 times faster. InfluxDB is a colum-
nar database. A columnar database is preferred for analytic applications because it allows 
fast retrieval of columns of data. This condition increases database read performance by 
about 1.64 times faster. The third aspect is the implementation of multiple databases in 
which one database is only used to store specific data. A database only communicates 

Table 6 System resilience summary

Scenario Traditional system Proposed system

Single database failed All services are not able to access the 
database

Only a particular service got impacted. 
Other services are still working fine

Table 7 System independence summary

Scenario Traditional system Proposed system

There are changes in the database All services must follow the database 
changes

Only particular services need to 
follow the changes. Other services 
do not need to
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with one service. This architecture gives the overall system better scalability, resilience, 
and independence.

The limitation of the research is that it uses a simulated sensor. The system through-
put evaluation results might be slightly different using actual sensors because of network 
latency and data transmission time. In future research, we might evaluate the results 
using actual sensors. In future research, we might also evaluate the impact of batch size 
when storing data in a time series database. It will be beneficial to explore more on time 
series database write performance.
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